Seasonality of Ankle Swelling: Population Symptom Reporting Using Google Trends
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ABSTRACT
In our experience, complaints of ankle swelling are more common in summer, typically from patients with no obvious cardiovascular disease. Surprisingly, this observation has never been reported. To objectively establish this phenomenon, we sought evidence of seasonality in the public’s Internet searches for ankle swelling. Our data, obtained from Google Trends, consisted of all related Google searches in the United States from January 4, 2004, to January 26, 2016. Consistent with our expectations and confirmed by similar data for Australia, Internet searches for information on ankle swelling are highly seasonal (highest in mid-summer), with seasonality explaining 86% of search volume variability.

INTRODUCTION
Each summer we encounter an increased volume of patients complaining of ankle swelling—patients who do not go on to develop cardiovascular, venous, or lymphatic disease. This study looks to provide objective evidence that, for some patients, the symptom burden of ankle swelling is seasonally modulated.

Internet search volume has been used successfully to show unexpected seasonality in such conditions as nocturnal leg cramps.1 Using similar methods, we looked for seasonal modulation in the public’s interest in ankle swelling as measured by the volume of Google Internet searches related to ankle swelling.

METHODS
The Google Trends search engine provides data from 2004 onward about the frequency with which the public enters specified search terms (www.google.com/trends).2 Reporting can be global or region specific and is presented on a relative scale according to the proportion of overall searches that the queried term represents. We used a composite search term containing any of “ankle swelling,” “swollen ankles,” “swollen feet,” or “swollen legs,” and our data consisted of all such Google searches originating from the United States (the single largest geographic region) during the period of available data (January 4, 2004, to January 26, 2016).

We plotted Internet search volume as a time series and performed regressions, using GraphPad Prism 7 (GraphPad Software, Inc), with 2 models that represented either the null hypothesis (no seasonal variation) or the seasonal hypothesis (annual cycling in symptoms). The null model consisted of a best-fit straight line that allowed for linear change in search volume over time but no seasonality. The seasonal model consisted of the best-fit combination of a straight line and a sinusoid according to the following equation:

\[
\text{Search volume} = \text{intercept} + \text{slope} \times \text{time} + \text{amplitude} \times \sin(2\pi \times \text{time}/\text{wavelength} + \text{phase shift})
\]

We used a sum-of-squares F test to compare the 2 models and calculate a P value for the difference in fit. We performed an identical analysis for Australia, where seasons are reversed.
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Figure 1. Google Trends Internet search volume for “ankle swelling,” “swollen ankles,” “swollen feet,” or “swollen legs” in the United States from January 4, 2004 to January 26, 2016.

RESULTS
The seasonal model provided a significantly better fit than the null model ($P < 0.0001$). Seasonality explained 86% of the variability in search volume ($R^2 = 0.86$) with the peak of searches occurring in mid-June (midsummer) and the trough in mid-December (midwinter) (Figure 1).

Australia’s reversed seasons follow the same pattern (Figure 2), ($R^2 = 0.73$, 24.8-week phase difference).

DISCUSSION
Internet searches for ankle swelling and related terms are highly seasonal, with public interest peaking in midsummer. In contrast, heart failure admissions have been shown to exhibit the opposite seasonal trend, peaking in winter.3,4

An analysis of body composition in dialysis patients shows extracellular water content to be seasonal, increasing in spring and summer.5 This seasonal variation in fluid balance might also be true for the general population. Although seasonality in human physiology is seldom contemplated, evidence suggests that the rate of growth in children is greatest in summer (when resources are most plentiful) and immune activity is greatest in winter (when likelihood of disease exposure increases).6,7 Fluid retention during the hottest months of the year may also occur to evolutionary advantage.

The strengths of this study include the long period of observation, the large geographic areas covered, observations above and below the equator, and the lack of reporting and observer bias. Limitations include that information seeking is a surrogate for ankle swelling and that information seeking may be influenced by factors other than objective ankle swelling, such as aesthetics. Those with ankle swelling might, for instance, be more conscious of the problem in summer when lighter clothing generally leads to ankles being more visible. The individual doing the searching is also not necessarily the one experiencing the symptom. Health care students, for instance, might search for information on medical conditions seasonally according to their academic calendar (although such searches in the United States would be expected to fall, rather than rise, in the summer). These searches might also represent a different clinical presentation than we assume, such as ankle swelling that results from ankle sprains (though a Google Trends search for “ankle sprain” produces a non-sinusoidal graph). We are also unable to identify the cohort that is searching for this information. Contrary to our expectations, seekers of information on ankle swelling may be a subset of the population with cardiac, lymphatic, or venous disease.
Further research on patients with summertime ankle swelling would be needed to establish whether such patients have, or go on to develop, cardiovascular disease. Further research would also be needed to establish the mechanism behind this observation.

Although the utility of Google Trends as a research tool is limited by the inability to know anything about the searcher, its reliability as a means to assess overall public interest has been well documented. Disease seasonality, as we and others have shown, appears to be productively pursued using this tool.

To read or post commentaries in response to this article, see it online at http://www.annfammed.org/content/14/4/356.
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